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Abstract—This study aims to establish information service 

financing scheme model with three financing schemes, namely 

flat fee, usage-based and two-part tariff for Internet Service 

Providers (ISP) based on heterogeneous consumer satisfaction 

levels.  This modified model was developed by adding the 

marginal cost and supervisory cost based on the Modified Cobb-

Douglas utility function and the Linear utility function to obtain 

optimal results. The data used in the form of digilib traffic is 

obtained from a local server in the city of Palembang that is 

Politeknik  Sriwijaya (Polsri) which is divided into busy and 

non-busy hours. This research is done analytically using 

differentially. The optimum solution obtained if using the 

differential method if use the linear utility in the flat fee 

financing scheme of IDR.  382.687/kbps.  

 
 

Keywords— Internet Service Provider, modified cobb-douglas 

utility function, linear utility function, marginal costs 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Hanggiasyifa [1] explained that ISP is a government-

owned or private business entity that provides service 

facilities to be able to connect to the internet network. ISP is 

a gateway to connect a computer to the internet, so it is 

necessary to subscribe to an ISP in order to access the internet 

[2]. ISPs only have different characteristics both in terms of 

network quality, bandwidth, service maintenance, connection 

stability, and prices offered . With these characteristics, many 

companies compete to improve the best service quality so as 

to get customer satisfaction which is an important thing for 

the company. When customer satisfaction increases, it can 

affect customer loyalty and increase sales at the company.  

Service quality or QoS [3], [4] is a measurement method 

used to determine network capabilities such as network 

applications, hosts or routers with the aim of providing better 

services and network planning so that they can meet the needs 

of a service[5], [6]. QoS aims to meet the needs of different 

services in using the same network. In this case QoS offers 

the ability to define the attributes of the services provided 

both quantitatively and qualitatively. QoS is a method to 

measure the capacity of a network by trying to define the 

characteristics and properties of services. QoS is used to 

measure performance attributes that have been defined and 

have been assigned to a service.  
The utility function is the level of consumer satisfaction 

[7]–[9] in consuming goods. The function of the utility 
usually relates to user satisfaction when using an information 
service. Performance indicator, which is something you want 
to aim for such as maximization/minimization[10], [11]. 
With the utility function in the financing scheme, it will 
provide information to ISPs to get maximum profit. 
Therefore, ISPs must be able to provide the best quality of 
service to consumers. 

The utility functions [12] used in this study are the 
modified cobb-douglas utility function [13]–[15] and the 
linear utility function. According to Wu & Banker [16], the 
form of the modified cobb-douglas function is as follows: 

���, �� = � 	
��� + 1� + � 	
��� + 1� (1) 

where is the level of service usage at the time of peak 
hours and is the level of service usage at the time of non-peak 
hours, with and as a constant. Denœux & Shenoy [12] stated 
that the form of linear utility functions is as follows: 

� ��, ��  =  �� +  ��  (2) 

with d and e as constants, is the service usage rate at peak 

hours  and  is the service usage rate at non-peak hours, 

respectively. Sitepu et al. [17] stated that marginal costs are 

defined as costs whose determination is adjusted to the level 

of production of an item resulting in a difference in fixed 

costs due to an increase in the number of production units, 

while supervision costs are costs incurred by the company to 

supervise and control the activities carried out by agents in 



managing the company [18], [19]. According to Indrawati et 

al.,  [20] who have analyzed during peak hours and non-peak 

hours, it is recorded that the problem of peak hours and non-

peak hours can be solved in the same way in the calculation 

of the financing scheme model for consumer problems with 

marginal costs as  c and supervision costs as t. 

Based on the background, it is a necessity to formulate a 

customer preference-based information services scheme 

model  with the addition of marginal costs and supervisory 

costs based on the modified cobb-douglas utiity function and 

the linear utility function. The modification model is applied 

to high end and low  end hetorogeneous consumers as well as 

for hetorogeneous high demand  and low demand customers 

[5], [21] based  on three financing schemes, namely flat fee, 

usage-based,  and  two-part tariffs [10], [16]. 

II. RESEARCH METHOD 

The steps carried out in this study are as follows: 

1. Define the parameters and decision variables used in each 

case of the model in the study. 

2. Define an information services financing scheme model 

based on the modified cobb-douglas utility function and 

linear utility function with flat fee, usage-based and two-

part tariff financing types for heterogeneous consumer 

problems with the addition of marginal costs and 

supervision costs.  

3. Describe data on a local server, namely digilib traffic by 

sharing data during peak hours at 07.00 AM – 05.00 PM 

Indonesian time and non-peak hours at 05.01 PM – 

06.59 AM Indonesian time. Data obtained is from 

secondary data for approximately one month starting 

from February 1, 2022 to February 28, 2022. 

4. Apply a modified model of information service financing 

schemes based on three types of flat fee, usage-based, and 

two-part tariff financing schemes for heterogeneous 

consumers on local server data. 

5. Complete the modified model in Step 4, the subsequent 

completion is done analytically with differentials. 

6. Compare the results contained in Step 5 so that an optimal 

financing scheme is obtained for each type of consumer. 

 

Fig.1 explains the framework of research conducted. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. FLOWCHART OF THE RESEARCH CONDUCTED  

 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This research discusses modification models with utility 

functions based on modification cobb-douglas and linear 

utility functions involving marginal costs and supervisory 

costs, which has been completed analytically using 

differential methods.  

 

Traffic Data  

The data used is digilib traffic data with two types of 

data, namely data received (inbound) and data sent 

(outbound). Traffic data is obtained from a local server in the 

city of Palembang, precisely from Sriwijaya Polytechnic. 

Secondary data expressed in bits per second units are 

distinguished by usage during peak hours starting 07.00 AM 

– 05.00 PM Indonesian time and non-peak hours at 05.01 

PM – 06.59 AM Indonesian time. 

 

Parameter and Variable Formulation 

Table I to Table IV describes the parameters, decision 

variables and parameter values used in the information 

service financing scheme modification model for each 

heterogeneous consumer. 

TABLE I.  PARAMETERS FOR EACH FINANCING MODEL 

Parameters for the model of the modification ����, ��� The utility function of the consumer g with is the level of 

service usage at the time of peak hours 

 �� and is the level of service usage at the time of non-

peak hours.  �� Prices given by ISPs during peak hours �� Prices given by ISPs during off-peak hours � Costs incurred if you follow the services provided ��̅ Highest rate of consumers g in using services during 
peak hours ��� Highest rate of consumers g in using services during off-

peak hours � Marginal costs � Surveillance costs 

TABLE II.  VARIABLES FOR EACH FINANCING MODEL 

Variables for modified models �� Peak hour service consumption rates �� Service consumption rates during off-peak hours �� A variable that is worth 1 if the consumer chooses to join 
and is worth 0 if they do not want to join ��∗  Consumer service consumption rate g during peak hours ��∗ Consumer service consumption rate g during off-peak hours ��∗  Consumer decision variables g about participation 

TABLE III.  PARAMETER VALUES FOR MODIFIED MODELS 

Parameter Value 

 Flat Fee 
Usage-Based 

Two-Part 

Tariff 
C 0 < � < 10 0 < � < 10 0 < � < 10 
T 0 0 < � < 10 0 < � < 10 ��̅ 57.092 57.092 57.092 ��̅ 9.982 9.982 9.982 ��� 10.362 10.362 10.362 ��� 10.179 10.179 10.179 

 

  



TABLE IV.  PARAMETER VALUES FOR HETEROGENEOUS CONSUMERS 

Parameter 

High  End and  

Low End  
Heterogeneous 

Consumers 

Heterogeneous  

Consumers of  
High  Demand and  

Low Demand �� 4 3 �� 3 3 �� 3 2   �� 2 2 

 

with   ��    :  service constant during peak hours of high-end 

users.   ��     :  service constant during peak hours of lower-class 

users.   ��     :  service constant at the off-peak hours of high-end 

users.   ��     :  service constant during off-peak hours of lower-

class users. 

 

a. Modified Models for Heterogeneous Consumers on 

Modified Cobb-douglas Utility Functions 
For flat fee financing schemes: 

Optimization of consumer issues:  Max�#,�#,$#  % = �� 	
�� �� + 1� + �� 	
�� �� + 1� − ����
− ���� − ��� − ��� + ���� 

Subject to 

 �� ≤ ��̅�  

 �� ≤ ����  

 �� 	
�� �� + 1� + (� 	
�� �� + 1� − ���� −���� − ��� − ��� + ���� ≥ 0 

 �� = 0 or 1 

Optimization of manufacturer issues: Max,,,-,,.  /�����∗ + ����∗ + ���∗ � + 0�����∗ + ����∗ + ���∗ �
  

where 

(Jg*, g*,Lg*) = argmax  �� 	
�� �� + 1� + (� 	
�� �� + 1� −���� − ���� − ��� − ��� + ���� 

Subject to 

 �� ≤ ��̅�  

 �� ≤ ����  

 �� 	
�� �� + 1� + (� 	
�� �� + 1� − ���� −���� − ��� − ��� + ���� ≥ 0 

 �� = 0 or 1. 

For usage-based and two-part tariff financing schemes then 

the optimization of consumer issues will be 

  
Max12,32,42 % =  �� 	
�� �� + 1� + �� 	
�� �� + 1� − ����

−���� − ���−�� + ���� − �� + ����
  

Subject to �� ≤ ��̅�  �� ≤ ����  �� 	
�� �� + 1� + (� 	
�� �� + 1� − ���� − ���� − ���− �� + ���� − �� + ���� ≥ 0 �� = 0 or 1 

Optimization of manufacturer issues: Max,,,- ,,.  /�����∗ + ����∗ + ���∗ � + 0�����∗ + ����∗ + ���∗ � 

where (Jg*, g*,Lg*) 

=argmax   ��� 	
�� �� + 1� + (� 	
�� �� + 1� − ���� −���� − ��� − �� + ���� − �� + ���� 

Subject to �� ≤ ��̅�  �� ≤ ����  �� 	
�� �� + 1� + (� 	
�� �� + 1� − ���� − ���� − ���− �� + ���� − �� + ���� ≥ 0 �� = 0 or 1 

 

Modified Models in Upper and Lower Class 

Heterogeneous Consumers 

 

Case 1a: For case 1, if the ISP uses flat fee financing,  then it  

is set  Q J  = 0, Q K = 0, and   Q  > 0. If the consumer chooses 

to join a given program, the maximum level of satisfaction is 

obtained by choosing the consumption level, or  �� = ��̅� =�� �� = ��̅� = �̅ .Thus, ISPs can provide a price for each 

consumer  of the upper class no more than  and each 

consumer  �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� + �� 	
� ��� + 1� − �� ̅ + ����  of 

the lower class no more than  �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� + �� 	
� ��� +1� − �� ̅ + ����. 

If consumers are charged, then only the upper class  

consumers  are  �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� + �� 	
� ��� + 1� − �� ̅ +����able to meet, but if consumers are charged as much as, 

then both types of consumers can follow the services of upper 

class consumers and    lower   �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� + ��	
 ���� +1� − �� ̅ + ����  class  consumers. To maximize profits, a fee 

is charged. Therefore, to maximize the benefits of ISPs using 

costs to consumers of the upper class and lower class. Thus, 

the optimization of the manufacturer's problem become  �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� + �� 	
� ��� + 1� − �� ̅ +���� �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� + �� 	
� ��� + 1� − �� ̅ + ����: Max  /����∗� +  0 ����∗� 

=  �/ + 0�� �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� + �� 	
� ��� + 1� − �� ̅ + �����  
The maximum profit obtained is: �/ + 0�� �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� + �� 	
� ��� + 1� − �� ̅ + �����  
Based on this case the following lemma is obtained: 

Lemma 1a. If the ISP uses flat fee financing, then the price 

charged to the consumer with the maximum profit obtained 

as follows. � =  �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� + �� 	
� ��� + 1� − �� ̅ +����  �/ + 0�� �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� + �� 	
� ��� + 1� − �� ̅ + ����� . 

 

Case 2a: If the ISP uses usage-based financing, it is 

determined that the problem optimization is obtained for the 

upper-class heterogeneous consumers �� > 0,  �� > 0, dan � = 0, . 
 The optimization function of consumer problems becomes: 

 Max�#,�#,$#% = �� 	
�� �� + 1� + �� 	
�� �� + 1�
−���� − ���� − �� + ���� − �� + ����

    
To maximize the equation on the consumer problem is carried 

out differentiation to  �� and �� provided that  89
8�: = 0       and      

89
8�: = 0 

⟺
<��� 	
�� �� + 1� + �� 	
�� �� + 1�−���� − ���� −  �� + ���� − �� + �����<�� = 0 

⟺ ����∗ + 1 − ��  − �� + �� = 0 



⟺ ��∗ = ���� + �� + �� − 1               
and 

⟺
<��� 	
�� �� + 1� + �� 	
�� �� + 1�−���� − ���� −  �� + ���� − �� + �����<�� = 0 

⟺ ����∗ + 1 − �� − �� + �� = 0 

⟺ ����∗ + 1 − �� + �� = �� 

⟺ ����∗ + 1 = �� + �� + �� 

⟺ ��∗ = ���� + �� + �� − 1 

Optimization of heterogeneous consumer problems for the 

lower classes will be estimation of consumer problems as 

follows. Max�#,�#,$# % � 	
�� �� + 1� + �� 	
�� �� + 1�
−���� − ���� − �� + ���� − �� + ����

    
To maximize the optimization, the equation of the consumer 

problem is carried out differentiatially provided that  89
8�= = 0       and      

89
8�= = 0 

 

⟺
<�� 	
�� �� + 1� + �� 	
�� �� + 1� − ����−���� − �� + ���� − �� + �����<�� = 0 

⟺ ����∗ + 1 − ��  − �� + �� = 0 

⟺ ����∗ + 1 − �� + �� = �� 

⟺ ����∗ + 1 = �� + �� + �� 

⟺ ��∗ = >=,-?�@?A� − 1     and 

⟺
<�� 	
�� �� + 1� + �� 	
�� �� + 1� − ����−���� − �� + ���� − �� + �����<�� = 0 

⟺ ����∗ + 1 − �� − �� + �� = 0 

⟺ ����∗ + 1 − �� + �� = �� 

⟺ ����∗ + 1 = �� + �� + �� 

⟺ ��∗ = ���� + �� + �� − 1 

Optimization of the manufacturer's problem will be to Max,-,,. /�����∗ + ����∗� + 0�����∗ + ����∗� 

= MaxBC ,BD  / E�� F ���� + �� + �� − 1G
+ �� H ���� + �� + �� − 1IJ  
+ 0 E�� F ���� + �� + �� − 1G
+ �� H ���� + �� + �� − 1IJ 

   = MaxBC ,BD  / F ������ + � + � − �� + (����� + � + � − ��G
+ 0 F ������ + � + � − �� + (����� + � + �
− ��G 

To maximize the optimization equation of the 

manufacturer's problem, the values of ��  and ��  must be 

minimized since  ��, ��, ��, �� are constrained then  ��∗, ��∗, ��∗, 

and ��∗   cannot exceed  � ̅ and ��  . If applied to a problem 

during peak hours, ISP must minimize ��, with �� ≤ >:�?̅� −
�� + ��. On the other hand, if the ISP sets the price �� ≤>=�?̅� − �� + ��, then the profit is not optimal at the time of  ��* 

≤ � ̅or ��* ≤ � ̅. Therefore, the best price is 

 ��, �� ≤ ��� ̅ + 1 − �� + ����
≤ ��� ̅ + 1 − �� + ��,  ����̅��.̅ ��  ��� ̅ + 1− �� + �� ≤  ��  
≤ ��� ̅ + 1 − �� + ���� ���� + 1  − �� + �� ��
≤ ���� + 1 − �� + �� ���� ������ ���� + 1− �� + �� ≤  ��  ≤ ���� + 1 − �� + �� 

The best price should be between  �� and ��  . When 

prices are at that interval, the demand of ��  �� �� upper class 

consumers become fixed and the demand of� ̅ lower class 

consumers increase in proportion to the decrease in prices. 

Thus �� and ��  will be �� = >=�?̅� − �� + �� dan �� = L=��?� −
�� + �� with the maximum profit obtained are: ������ =>=�?̅� − �� + ���� = L=��?� − �� + ��   

�/ + 0� F ��� ̅
� ̅ + 1 + ����

�� + 1 − �� + ��� ̅ − �� + ����G 

Based on this case the following lemma is obtained: 

Lemma 2a. If the ISP uses  usage-based financing, then  the 

optimal price is and with the maximum profit obtained 

is: �� = >=�?̅� − �� + ���� = L=��?� − �� + �� 

�/ + 0� F ��� ̅
� ̅ + 1 + ����

�� + 1 − �� + ��� ̅ − �� + ����G 

 

Case 3a: In case 3, if the ISP uses a two-part tariff financing 

then Q > 0.  First if the ISP sets the price – (�� >  0�� >
 0�� ≥ >:�?̅�c+t)  

Optimization of the manufacturer's problem to:  Max,- ,,  /�����∗� +  0�����∗� + �/ + 0�� 

= Max,-  /��� − ��� + 0��� − ��– �c + t� 

 + �m + n� Q � R��� + 1 − �� 
>=,-S� 

T ��� 

=  Max,-  / ��� − ��� + �/ + 0��� 	
�  �>=,-� −  �� + ��  
To maximize the optimization function of the ISP 

manufacturer's problem should be minimized, so that the best 

price is at intervals with a profit of ��� −



��)+(m+n) − �� 	
� >:>= (U̅ + 1) −�� + ��. If the ISP sets the 

price 
>=�?̅�  ≤ �� ≤ >:�?̅�  optimization of the manufacturer's 

problem to be as following. Max,- ,,  /�����∗� +  0�����∗� + �/ + 0�� 

=  Max,-  / �� ̅ + 1� �� − /��� + �/ + 0� �� log  �>=,-� − �� +
��  
The best price is at intervals with maximum profit  �� >=�?̅� – �� + �� �/ + 0� �� 	
�   �� ̅ + 1� – �� + ��. 
Third, if the ISP sets the price then manufacturer's problem 

to: 0 < �� <  >=�?̅� − �� + ��. 
Max,- ,,  /�����∗� +  0�����∗� + �/ + 0�� 

=  Max,-  m ())  – (��� ̅ + 0����c̅+t) + (m+n)) X � >=�=?� − �� � ̅T ���  
= Max,-  �/ + 0� �� log  �� ̅ + 1� − �� + ��  

Manufacturers can set optimal prices between 0 and >=�?̅� − �� + �� or between 0 and 
L=��?� − �� + ��. When prices 

are at that interval the demand of the 
L=��?� − �� + �� , then 

upper class consumers become fixed and the demand of � ̅  
the lower-class consumers remain proportional to the 

decrease in prices. In other words,   �� = >=�?̅� − �� + ��,
�� = L=��?� − �� + ��  and minimize � =  �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� +
�� 	
���� + 1� − >=�̅

�?̅� + L=��
��?� − �� + ��� ̅ − �� + ����.  

The maximum profit obtained is:  �/ + 0�� �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� + �� 	
���� + 1� − �� + �� � ̅ −�� + ���� �. 

Based on this case the following lemma is obtained: 

Lemma 3a. If the ISP uses a two-part tariff financing scheme, 

then  the optimal price is and with the maximum profit 

obtained is   �� = >=�?̅� − �� + ��, �� = L=��?� − �� + ��    � =
 �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� + �� 	
���� + 1� − �� + ��� ̅ − �� + ����   �/ + 0�� �� 	
�� � ̅ + 1� + �� 	
���� + 1� − �� + ��� ̅− �� + ���� � 

Modified Models In Heterogeneous Consumers of High 

User Levels and Low User Rates 

Using similar evidence for the next three lemmas, the 

following lemmas were obtained. 

 

Lemma 4a. If the ISP uses flat fee financing, then  the fee 

paid with the maximum profit earned is  � 	
����̅ + 1� +� 	
����� + 1� − ���̅ + ������/ + 0�Y� 	
����̅ + 1� +� 	
����� + 1� − ���̅ + �����Z 
Lemma 5a. If the ISP uses usage-based financing, if 0��� ≥/  then the optimal price for  �� = >

�=[[[?� − �� + ��0��[[[ ≥ / . 

On the contrary if given the optimal price and with the profit 

of  �� = L
�=[[[[?� − �� + ���/ + 0��>�=[[[

�?̅� + L�=[[[[
��?� − �� + ����̅ −

�� + ������� = >
�:[[[?� − �� + ���� = L

�:[[[[?� − �� + �� 

/ � ������� + 1 +  ���[[[
��[[[ + 1 − �� + ����̅ − �� + ������ + 0 � ������� + 1

+  ���[[[
��[[[ + 1  − �� + ����� − �� + ����� 

Lemma 6a. If the ISP uses a two-part tariff financing scheme, 

then the optimal price is – (c+t),  �� =  >
�:[[[?�  – (c+ �� =

 L
�:[[[[?� t), and with the maximum profit obtained it is: � =
� 	
����� + 1� − �� + �� + � 	
����[[[ + 1� − �� + �� −
\ >�=[[[

�:[[[?� + L�=[[[[
�:[[[[?�]  

/Y� ��� − ������ + 1 + � ��[[[ − ��[[[
�� + 1 Z �/ + 0� Y� 	
����� + 1�
− �� + �� + � 	
����[[[ + 1� − �� + ��Z 

b. Modified Models in Heterogeneous Consumers for 

Linear Utility Functions 

 

By using a similar proof as in previous utility function,  

the following lemma is obtained. 

 

Modified Models in Upper-class and Lower-Class 

Heterogeneous Consumers are presented as follows. 

Lemma 1b. If the ISP uses flat fee financing, then  the price 

charged to the consumer becomes  � =  ��� ̅ + ���� − �� ̅ +����  and the maximum profit obtained is �/ + 0��� �� ̅ +���� − �� ̅ + ����� 
Lemma 2b. If the ISP uses usage-based financing, then  the 

optimal price is and with the maximum profit obtained 

is �� = �� − �� + ���� = �� − �� + �� �/ + 0����� ̅ + ���� − �� + ��� ̅ − �� + ����� 
Lemma 3b. If the ISP uses a two-part tariff financing scheme,  

then  the optimal price is, and with the maximum profit 

obtained is �� = �� − �� + ���� = �� − �� + ��� = 0 �/ + 0����� ̅ + ���� − �� + ��� ̅ − �� + �����. 

 

Modified Models in Heterogeneous Consumers of High 

Usage Rates and Low Usage Rates 

Lemma 4b. If the ISP uses flat fee financing, then  the fees 

paid and the maximum profit obtained are ���̅ + ���� −���̅ + ����� �/ + 0�Y���̅ + ���� − ���̅ + �����Z 
Lemma 5b. If the ISP uses usage-based financing, then  the 

optimal price is and with the maximum profit obtained 

is: �� = � − �� + ���� = � − �� + ��  /����̅ + ���� − �� + ���� − �� + ������ + 0����̅ + ���� −�� + ����̅ − �� + ������. 

Lemma 6b: If the ISP uses a two-part financing rate,  then  

the optimal price is, , and with the maximum profit obtained 

is: �� = � − �� + ���� = � − �� + ��� = 0  /����̅ + ���� − �� + ����̅ − �� + ������+ 0���� + ��� − �� + ����̅ − �� + ������ 
 

Based on the calculations that have been carried out for 

heterogeneous consumers, the following results are obtained. 

Based on Table V the maximum profit obtained on the 

modified cobb-douglas utility function is IDR.13.456/kbps 

obtained when using the flat fee and two-part tariff financing 

scheme, while in the linear utility function the maximum 

profit obtained is when using the  flat fee  financing scheme , 

which is IDR.  382,687/kbps. From the above lemmas, the 

nonlinear utility function reach better solutions with flat fee 

schemes. 
  



TABLE V.  MAXIMUM PROFIT FOR HETEROGENEOUS CONSUMERS 

 

Financing 

Scheme 

Utility Functions 

Cobb-douglas  Linear 

Types of consumers 

Upper and 

Lower 

Class  

 High and 

Low Usage 

Rates 

Upper and 

Lower 

Class  

High and 

Low Usage 

Rates 

Flat fee 13.456 10.034 382.687 100.276 

Usage-

based 

0.844 7.568 300.69 240.553 

Two-part 

tariff 

13.456 12.125 300.69 240.553 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Based on the discussion and analysis results for the problem 

of optimizing internet service financing schemes with 

supervision costs and marginal costs, it can be concluded that 

the optimal solution obtained for heterogeneous consumers is 

optimized and analytically for customer preference-based 

heterogeneous customers, using the utility function cobb-

douglas modification of its maximum profit when using flat 

fee financing schemes and two-part tariff is IDR.13.456/kbps. 

In the linear utility function, the maximum profit when using 

the flat fee  financing scheme is IDR. 382,687/ kbps. 
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